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The Cheese Cutter Parmesan Pro was specially designed to safely cut up the hardest cheeses in the world. It's a
beautiful and super strong machine. You can cut the ever-so-hard Parmesan cheeses into little pieces without a lot
of force and with no cutting waste. Why complicate things unnecessarily?
Handle
Use the familiar Boska Scoring Knife (554709) to create an incision in the cheese. Do this across the whole cheese
- not just the corners. Place the cutting wire in the notch. Tighten the wire by turning the handle in a clockwise
direction. Don't turn it counterclockwise, or the cutting wire might bend. The handle enables you to cut through the
cheese with ease. If you create a good incision and never turn the handle the wrong way, you could cut at least 100
Parmesan cheeses with one wire.

User-friendly and safe
The Parmesan Pro comes with safety
glasses, because the cutting wire could
potentially snap.
The wire is 0.8 mm thick. The handle can
be folded up, which makes transportation
and storage even easier.
You can also use the cheese cutter ‘separately’, as a cutting board.
Stop struggling with those hard Parmesan cheeses. Choose user-friendliness and safety!

Scoring Knife
80mm Stainless Steel, plastic
handle
55-47-09

Spare Wires for Parmesan Pro
1200x0.8mm pack of 10
07-50-09

This is the perfect cutting-edge solution for every cheese professional. It’s a well-thought-out system that makes
cutting a whole wheel of cheese extremely simple. Whether you're cutting soft, semi-hard, or crumbly cheeses, with
this system, you've got the perfect solution. By cutting with a wire, you’ll get a nice even cut and glide through the
cheese much easier than with a knife. On top of that, you’ll have no cutting waste!
Handy counter hooks
The board is easy to mount onto the counter due to the counter hooks on the bottom. You can adjust the height of
the counter hooks so that they’ll fit on every counter top. The fact that you can now cut the cheese while facing the
customer is another big advantage. It's perfect for keeping up the personal contact.
Rock-solid cutting wires
How do you cut cheese? Create a notch in the cheese with the Scoring Knife (554709). Put the cheese in the middle
of the cutting board and place the cutting wire in the notch you created. Pull the cutting wire straight towards you.
You’ll glide through the cheese like a knife through soft butter with the cutting wire. You’ll cut a beautiful, straight
piece with supreme ease. Your store employees will have no more trouble cutting through whole cheeses thanks to
the Cheese-O-Matic.
Reap the benefits for many years to come
The Cheese-O-Matic doesn’t take up a lot of space (470x350x53 mm) and can also be used as a ‘regular’ cutting
board. By using the Cheese-O-Matic, you'll have as little cutting waste as possible. Use this well-thought-out system
by Boska to work in a labour-friendly and efficient way.

Cheese- O-Matic
Wire cutter with board
55-05-00

You can cut soft cheeses to perfection with the Soft Cheese Cutter. Imagine a lovely Roquefort, a fresh cream
cheese, or even a roll of garlic butter. You can cut beautiful, straight pieces with ease thanks to the thin wire. The
cheese won't stick to the wire. The guidance barrels enable you to go through the cheese with a slight rocking
motion.
Specially designed gutter
This ingenious cheese cutter is used extensively in the professional cheese world - it is incredibly user-friendly: The
moisture that’s released while cutting cheese flows into the specially designed gutter. You can easily disassemble
and clean the cheese cutter. The plastic allows the moisture to run
off and prevents the board from absorbing odours and flavours.
Soft cheeses
When you order this cheese cutter, you'll also receive one spare
wire. Our powerful cutting wires last for a long time. The plastic
board can go in the dishwasher. It's best to wash the other elements
by hand to preserve their quality. This handy and compact cheese
cutter is a must have for every specialist who works with soft
cheeses!

Spare Wires for Soft Cheese Cutter
240mm pack of 10 wires
60-25-10
Soft Cheese Cutter
60-20-20

Spare Wires for Soft Cheese Cutter
145mm pack of 10 wires
60-26-10

Bows sold separately
The cutter's bow can also be used separately and is easy to
replace. Choose, for example, the Roquefort Bow XL (604000)
for tall cheeses. For smaller and medium-sized cheeses, you
can get the size L bow (602524). The Soft Cheese Cutter's
dimensions are 285 x 230 x 300 mm.

Roquefort Bow
240cm
60-25-24

Roquefort Bow
145cm
60-26-10

Want to set a new record in cutting cheese cubes? You can definitely pull it off with the Cheese Cutter Cheese
Blocker Set! You can cut blocks of cheese (without rinds) into symmetrical cubes with a few simple hand
movements.
By ordering the complete set, you get the Cheese Blocker and the 8 mm cutting frames!
Note: The base is sold separately with the 16mm cutting frames
Cutting method
Thanks to this fantastic cheese cutter, you'll be done in just a couple of minutes. This will save you a lot of time. It
also minimizes your cutting waste and cuts the cubes into the precise size you desire. This means that you'll also
know exactly how many cubes you cut and, for example, how many customers tasted a cube of your cheese. The
machine is perfect for cutting Dutch cheeses, feta, alpine cheeses, and ripened cheeses. The Cheese Blocker can
cut cheeses with dimensions up to 120x120x120 mm.
The perfect partner
The Cheese Blocker is the perfect partner for food service companies, caterers, company kitchens, cafeterias, trade
shows, and hospitals. It's also a heavily used product in supermarket cheese departments and cheese specialty
stores. The wires in the device are easy to install and easy to replace. By clicking the elements free, the device is
extremely easy to clean. It's perfect for banquets, for parties, or if you just want to quickly serve beautiful cubes of
cheese!

Cheese Blocker 8mm
51-10-08
Consists of 2 cutting frame
370mmx175mmx30mm
Cheese Blocker 16mm
51-10-16
Consists of 2 cutting frame
370mmx175mmx30mm

Cheese Blocker Base
330x330x140mm
51-05-00
Without Cutting Frames

Cheese Blocker Wires
250mmx0.6mm
51-20-10

You can cut a big block of cheese into beautiful cubes or bars in just a couple of minutes with the Cheese Blocker
Pro. You'll have symmetrical cubes of 16 mm in no time. The cutter is suitable for various semi-hard cheeses, such
as Gouda, Feta as well as tofu.
The Cheese Blocker Pro is available in 3 different sizes – 10mm, 12mm or 16mm
Beautiful cubes
You'll always end up with perfect, beautiful cubes or bars of cheese, because you're using a wire to cut. There will
also be minimal cutting losses. On top of that, when you use a wire, you encounter less resistance, which means
that you don't have to exert a lot of force to cut through the cheese. The cutting wires are attached individually. This
means you can easily replace them one at a time.
With and without the pivot table
The wire cutter is easy to disassemble, which makes it easy to clean. You can also order the wire cutter, without the
pivot table, in 10 mm (512025) and 12 mm (512026) versions.
Cutting wires
Order our super strong Cutting Wires Cheese Blocker Pro (512021), specially designed for this cutter. The cutting
wires are 6 mm thick and come in sets of 10 pieces. Keep on cutting the most beautiful cubes of cheese with ease!

Cheese Blocker Pro
51-20-23 10mm
51-20-26 12mm
51-20-27 16mm
Please request a quote

Wires for Cheese Blocker Pro
315x0.6mm set of 10 wires
51-20-21
315x0.8mm set of 10 wires
51-20-22

Pivot table
Cheese Blocker Pro 10mm inclusive
Pivot Table 430x430x210mm
51-20-18
Cheese Blocker Pro 12mm inclusive
Pivot Table 430x430x210mm
51-20-19
Cheese Blocker Pro 16mm inclusive
Pivot Table 430x430x210mm
51-20-20

Unika Slicer W300
Heated with ball knob
50-40-20
Please request a quote

With the Cheese Cutter Unika+, you can cut the most beautiful slices of cheese in a flash. Thanks to the unique
wedge-shaped cutting technique, you can cut round wheels of cheeses with less cutting waste. This makes the
Unika+ extremely suitable for Raclette cheese and semi-hard to hard cheeses, such as Gouda and Cheddar.
Thanks to the chopping movement, the structure of the cheese will remain intact and the flavor will be top-notch.
Improved version
This new and improved version of the Unika has undergone a number of major changes. For example, the Unika+
has a new, high quality heating element, and it has an on/off button with heat settings. The Unika+ is also available
in 3 colors and has an improved adjustment system. The slice thickness is adjustable to 15 mm.
Convenient heating element
Cutting slices of cheese will be simple and smooth, because the Unika+ features a heating element. The heat keeps
the cheese from sticking to the knife. In case of old cheese, it'll break less quickly while you're cutting.
User-friendly cutting machine
The Unika+ is easy to use. This makes the cheese cutter perfect for use in supermarkets, speciality cheese shops,
and catering companies. With the flick of a wrist, you can set the thickness of the slices using the rotating knobs.
Powerful and long lasting
The knife is a feat of German engineering. This makes it powerful, durable, and of high quality. The cutting plateau
on the Unika+ is made of plastic .This makes the Unika+ easy to clean and keeps the knife sharp for a long time.

The Cheese Cutter Hotelblok Base was specially designed to cut rectangular blocks of cheese without rinds.
Imagine a Cheddar, Roquefort, and Blue Stilton. The cutter consists of a frame. The loose parts, such as the
partitions, cutting wires, and base, can all be ordered separately. This allows you to customize your Cheese
Cutter Hotelblock Base and make it fit your specific needs!
Adjustable without fixed increments
The distance between the cutting wires is easy to adjust. You can easily adjust the wires and set the cutting
pattern with the corresponding screwdriver. We recommend not cutting more than 26 pieces at a time. The
Cheese Cutter Hotelblock Base is multi-functional. Aside from cheese, you can also use it to cut other
nutritional products, such as pie crust, cake, and tofu.
Useful partitions
With the Cheese Cutter Hotelblock Base, you can safely cut your desired pieces of cheese in a flash. It's safe
because you're working with cutting wires, and you don't have to touch a knife. You can offer the cheese
enough support while you're cutting with the matching partitions. The partitions are available in 8 mm (510002)
and 12 mm (510005) thicknesses. You can also order partitions with cheese stoppers. Place the cheese against
the stoppers so that the cheese won't move while you're cutting. That way, you can easily ensure that you'll cut
the same thickness every time.
Multi-purpose
The cheese cutter is easy to disassemble. This makes it easy to clean, and you can reassemble it again in a flash.
By ordering the matching base, you can work at your ideal height and easily move the device.

Hotelblock Cutter Base
51-00-33
Please request a quote

Set of 2 tightners and wires
51-00-35

Wires for Hotelblock Cutter
440mmx0.6mm set of 10 wires
51-00-31

Wires for Hotelblock Cutter
440x0.8mm set of 10 wires
51-00-08

You can make neat and straight cuts through every cheese imaginable with ease with the Cheese Commander
Pro+. Due to its compact size, this cheese cutter fits on every counter top. It's particularly well-suited to cutting
smaller soft cheeses. After each cutting movement, the cutting wire returns to its original position, which makes
cutting even easier.
Safety above all else
Whether you're a brand new weekend shift worker or an experienced cheese specialist, when you use the Cheese
Commander Pro+, you're not only making straight and neat cuts, but you're also working in an extremely safe way.
That’s because you can't accidentally cut yourself with a cutting wire.
Years of fun cheese cutting
Do you cut a lot of cheese, and did a cutting wire break? No problem! Each Cheese Cutter Cheese Commander
Pro+ comes with 6 spare wires. You can replace the cutting wire in just a few seconds. The Cheese Commander
Pro+ is made of super strong
plastic, which will last you for
many years to come.
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